Scavenger Hunt
Make a LEAF WREATH!
Materials Needed:
1. Leaf Wreath worksheet (on next page)
2. Wire Hanger
3. Rubber band
4. String or Ribbon
5. Optional: Bag (to collect leaves) & Scissors
Activity Instructions:
1. Unwrap your wire hanger & bend into a circle shape. (Example on next page.)
2. Take your hanger and go on a LEAF HUNT in your backyard, around your
neighborhood, or at a nearby park or trail. As you walk, look all around you
(up, down, side-to-side, under, over.) Collect beautiful FALL LEAVES.
3. As you collect your leaves, add them to the wire hanger. Carefully push the
leaf (at the center) on to the open end of the hanger. Gently glide the leaf
down the hanger toward the bottom middle. (Example on next page.)
4. Continue to add your leaves to the wire hanger until the hanger is NEARLY
FULL. (You want to leave some space at the top opening of the hanger to put
the ends back together later on.)
5. OPTIONAL: if you prefer to add your leaves in a special COLOR or SIZE
PATTERN, you can collect your leaves in a plastic bag and wait to add them to
the hanger when you get home.
6. OPTIONAL: if you do not like seeing the stems, use scissors to cut them off.
This can be done as you add them on the hanger or at the end.
7. Once the hanger is NEARLY FULL, you are ready to close the top of the
hanger. You can either wrap the hanger back up like it was when you started,
OR you use a rubber band to hold it closed tight. (Example on next page.)
8. Finally, use a piece of string or ribbon to tie a loop for hanging your leaf
wreath. (Example on next page.)
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Scavenger Hunt: LEAF WREATH
Follow the STEP-BY-STEP photos below to help you make your LEAF WREATH!
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